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10Abstract The links uncovered by research connecting teacher beliefs to classroom practice
11and student inquiry-based learning are tenuous. This study aims at examining (a) how
12teacher beliefs influenced practices; and (b) how the influence on practices, in turn,
13impacted student inquiry learning in a CSCL environment. Through a fine-grained
14comparative analysis of two cases, this study explores how two teachers with different
15collections of beliefs enacted the same mathematics lesson on division and fractions in a
16CSCL environment premised on inquiry principles, and what the connections between
17different enactments and students’ progressive inquiry process and outcomes were. The
18findings suggest that the two teachers’ adherence to different beliefs led to different
19practices, which in turn contributed to different student learning processes and outcomes.
20We interpret these differences that shaped the students’ opportunities for progressive
21inquiry in the CSCL environment. We conclude that the teacher holding “innovation-
22oriented” beliefs tended to enact the lesson in patterns of inquiry-principle-based practices
23and technology-enhanced orchestration; these patterns interacted with each other to
24contribute to student inquiry learning and effective use of technology affordances.

25Keywords Teacher beliefs . Teacher practices . Student learning . CSCL .

26Progressive inquiry learning . Inquiry principle-based practices
27

28Introduction

29Studies have shown that there is a strong correlation between teacher beliefs and teacher
30practices (e.g., Beyer and Davis 2008; Chen et al. 2009; Crawford 2007; Speer 2008;
31Wallace and Kang 2004). Other studies have found that different teacher practices have
32exerted varied impact on students’ learning. Researchers have analyzed small group and
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33whole class discussions in inquiry-based science learning (Sandoval and Daniszewski 2004;
34Weinberger and Fischer 2006) and discourse patterns of different teachers that have shaped
35students’ opportunities for learning (Sandoval and Daniszewski 2004) in CSCL environ-
36ments. However, few studies have addressed the relationship between teacher beliefs,
37teacher practices and student learning in CSCL environments. Fishman et al. (2003)’s study
38develops a model for understanding professional development that includes teacher
39knowledge, beliefs and attitude in an interactive relationship with the interpretation of
40change in student learning represented by different forms of assessment through classroom
41enactment experiences supported by learner-centred design software tools. Yet, the authors
42admit that this study is based on teachers’ self-report data without direct examination of the
43relationship between teacher beliefs, teacher practices and student learning. How these
44elements are related remains inadequately explored. There is an emerging need for research
45into the intertwined relationships of teacher beliefs, teacher practices and student learning in
46a more fine-grained detail.
47The current study aims to link teacher beliefs to teacher practices and student inquiry
48learning situated in a CSCL environment, and to scrutinize how they are related at a micro-
49level by analyzing a mathematics lesson for Primary 5 students in two classes by different
50teachers. The organization of this paper is as follows: the literature review is first presented,
51followed by the description of the research methods and the results of this study. The paper
52concludes with a further discussion of this study.

53Literature

54Teacher beliefs

55Teachers’ beliefs shape their decisions in planning and interpretations of the curriculum,
56prior to starting the lesson and during implementing their plans in the classroom (Crawford
572007). A better understanding of teacher beliefs is expected to contribute to the success of
58curriculum innovative practices. Teacher beliefs take the form of varied categories. Some
59researchers have attempted to identify exhaustive categories of beliefs (e.g., Jacobson et al.
602010), while others have chosen to focus on examining a single category of belief or a
61small set of categories (e.g., Fives and Buehl 2008; Wallace and Kang 2004). We can
62hardly find conformity of the categories of teacher beliefs except the top-level beliefs about
63teaching and about mathematics (Speer 2008). Nevertheless, existing studies on teacher
64beliefs have shown some evidence that changes in teacher beliefs and changes in teaching
65practices are intertwined (Jacobson et al. 2010; Tillema and Orland-Barak 2006). In many
66cases, these studies have been designed to examine the correlations between a general
67characterization of beliefs and a general characterization of teacher practices by adopting a
68mainly quantitative approach. They may not indicate how teachers’ specific practices reflect
69specific beliefs (Speers 2008). Thus, the study of how specific beliefs about student
70learning in domain-specific areas shape specific teacher practices, such as in inquiry
71learning, is under-explored.
72A recent study dealt with this issue. Speer (2008) carried out a study, focusing on fine-
73grained details of beliefs, practices, and connections between them in a mathematics class.
74The unit of analysis for beliefs is a collection of beliefs that connects teachers’ beliefs to
75their moment-to-moment decisions and instructional practices captured in the videotaped
76lessons. The author claims that a collection of beliefs may contain one or more beliefs that
77fall into one or more categories typically used to describe beliefs such as teaching, learning,
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78students, and the nature of mathematics. The author posits that combining beliefs in this
79way helps keep the integrity of the individual teacher beliefs, and in the meantime creates a
80unit of analysis that reflects the interconnected nature of beliefs. Findings indicate that
81particular units of analysis—collections of beliefs about how learning happens and about
82evidence of student understanding are particularly influential in investigating connections
83between beliefs and specific practices. In the study, collection of beliefs about how learning
84happens is defined as “How the teacher thinks learning happens”; and collection of beliefs
85about evidence of student understanding is defined as “What is taken by the teacher as
86sufficient evidence that students understand an idea or problem?” and “What explanations
87does the teacher generate when students are unable to produce evidence of understanding
88(either when they do not respond or respond incorrectly)?”
89As for teacher beliefs in technology use for enhancing student learning, few studies have
90researched how teacher beliefs about technology are formed (Ertmer 2005). Some teachers
91may hold preconceived ideas about technologies as a tool that can be used to facilitate
92student learning, others may take them as an add-on to classroom practices (Ertmer 2005).
93These early perceptions result in vastly different beliefs regarding when and how to use the
94technologies to for innovative practices. However, the collections of beliefs proposed by
95Speer do not address teacher beliefs about student learning leveraged by technologies. We
96consider it crucial to understand teacher beliefs about how learning happens and about
97evidence of student learning in a technology-supported environment, which may influence
98the teacher’s innovative practices.

99Teacher practices

100Inquiry-based pedagogical practices are mainly researched in the area of science and
101mathematics education (e.g., Jaworski 2006; Schoenfeld 2002; Staples 2007). A growing
102body of research has provided evidence of positive impact of inquiry practices on student
103learning in mathematics (Schoenfeld 2002). Nonetheless, teachers may not be able to
104implement inquiry pedagogical approaches in CSCL environments in actual classrooms for
105many reasons. One is that science and mathematics teachers are reluctant to accept
106innovative approaches because these are deemed complex and contradictory to their beliefs
107about assessment-oriented educational goals and routine practices (Lawless and Pellegrino
1082007). To fully engage students in collaborative inquiry processes in CSCL environments,
109it is important to find a balance between teacher-controlled and student-controlled aspects
110of inquiry (Brown and Campione 1996; Hakkarainen et al. 2002). Teachers are expected to
111play a facilitating role to help students brainstorm initial ideas, generate questions for
112exploration, plan and carry out investigations, collect data, gather information, and apply
113the information to analyze and interpret the data supported by collaborative technologies
114(Blumenfeld et al. 2000).
115There are three approaches to inquiry instruction, namely, structured inquiry, guided
116inquiry and open inquiry ( Q2Colburn 2000). In structured inquiry, the teacher sets up a hands-
117on problem for students to investigate, and provides procedures and resources, but does not
118inform them of expected outcomes. In guided inquiry, the teacher sets up a problem to
119investigate, and provides resources, but she also allows students to devise their own
120procedures to solve the problem. In open inquiry, the students set up their own problems,
121search for resources and plan procedures and work out solutions by themselves. Yet,
122concerns are raised regarding whether all levels of students have the capabilities to do
123inquiry learning to develop conceptual understanding without scaffolding. In addition,
124different from science inquiry learning where students are expected to be engaged in open
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125inquiry, in mathematical classrooms, most often, the students are engaged in working on
126mathematical concepts and algorithms (e.g., Yim 2010).
127Hakkarainen (2003) proposes an inquiry pedagogical approach termed as “progressive
128inquiry” for young learners in learning science. The characteristics of progressive inquiry
129are to (a) guide learners to systematically generate their own research questions, (b)
130construct their own intuitive working theories, (c) critically evaluate various intuitive
131conceptions generated, (d) search for new scientific information, (e) engage in progressive
132generation of subordinate questions, and (f) build new working theories as the inquiry
133process continues. The work reported here explores the application of an adaptation of this
134approach to mathematics inquiry learning for young learners.
135Different methods have been used to examine teacher practices. Some studies have used
136various discourse patterns to investigate teacher’s role in fostering student question
137generation, change in understanding of the problem, and collective knowledge advance-
138ment (e.g., Hmelo-Silver and Barrows 2008). Other studies have examined the role that
139teacher facilitation has played in helping students focus on relations between various
140activity structures and concepts student have learned (Puntambekar et al. 2007). These
141methods have enriched the literature in terms of understanding teacher practices. A recent
142study investigated how students assessed their own collective learning using four
143knowledge-building principles as criteria and scaffolds in a CSCL environment (van Aalst
144and Chan 2007). The findings show that the principles helped capture the key ideas of
145collaborative inquiry. Research methods for examining teacher practices, which are rarely
146adopted, are those using inquiry instructional principles as criteria to examine teacher
147practices, which may also help capture specific key elements in inquiry practices.

148Student learning

149Inquiry learning has its origins in the practices of scientific inquiry and focuses on posing
150questions, gathering and analyzing data, and constructing evidence-based explanations and
151arguments by collaboratively engaging in investigations (Hakkarainen et al. 2002; Krajcik
152and Blumenfeld 2006). Hakkarainen et al. (2002) posit that from a cognitive point of view,
153inquiry can be characterized as a question-driven process of understanding, which, on one
154hand, provides heuristic guidance in the search for new scientific information, and on the
155other hand, helps generate one’s own explanations, hypotheses or conjectures. Students
156learn content as well as discipline-specific reasoning skills and practices by collaboratively
157engaging in investigations to advance knowledge (Hmelo-Silver et al. 2007). Networked
158technologies offer new opportunities to support inquiry learning in a CSCL environment.
159The teacher’s role in the inquiry environment shifts from one of telling students correct
160answers to one of facilitating student inquiry activity (Barab and Luehmann 2003). For
161example, in mathematics inquiry classrooms, students are expected to propose mathematics
162ideas and conjectures, analyze and explain them to their peers as opposed to traditional
163mathematical classrooms where the teacher usually adopts a teacher-dominated approach
164and students listen to and watch the teacher’s demonstration of mathematical procedures,
165and then practice them (Goos 2004).
166There are various ways to examine collaborative knowledge advancement in inquiry
167learning in the existing literature (Stahl et al. 2006). Some studies have focused on
168examining classroom interactional data to uncover how students participate in the
169discussion (e.g., Zemel et al. 2007). Other studies have examined collaboration as
170knowledge convergence, which focuses on individual contributions independent from each
171other (e.g., Weinberger et al. 2007). However, Stahl (2002) posits that to understand
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172collaborative learning, it is important to understand how groups work together to make
173sense of the problem in inquiry situations.
174Harasim (2002), focusing on collaborative learning in an online discourse
175environment, proposes a theoretical framework to investigate collaborative inquiry
176through the path from divergent to convergent thinking at a group level: (a) idea
177generating, (b) idea linking, and (c) intellectual convergence. Idea generating refers to
178diverse ideas, brainstorming, and idea sharing. Idea linking refers to the evidence of
179conceptual change, the knowledge construction process and the beginning of the
180convergence of ideas when new or different ideas become clarified, identified, and
181clustered into various states such as agreement, disagreement, questioning and
182elaboration. Intellectual convergence is especially evident in knowledge advancement
183through collaborative investigation, whether it is a theory, a publication, an assignment,
184a work of art, or a similar output authored by the group. This framework helps capture
185collaborative and progressive inquiry in a CSCL environment.

186Professional development

187According to Speer (2008), two common characteristics of successful professional
188development programs in enabling teachers to adopt reform-oriented practices are: (a)
189focusing on specific and meaningful aspects of practices, such as providing support for
190teachers’ knowledge and sharing good practices through tasks and activities, or through
191“Lesson Study” (e.g. Lieberman and Mace 2008), and (b) recognizing that people make
192sense of new information in view of their existing knowledge, beliefs and practices.
193However, these programs have not focused on the change of beliefs in shaping specific
194practices at a fine-grained detail. Although the practices have already been widely
195recognized, questions remain as to how we can understand and foster teachers’
196understanding for innovation in classroom (Oshima et al. 2004).
197Change in teacher beliefs requires teachers to shift from tasks and activities common
198among teacher development practices to principle-based understanding to enable
199knowledge advances and sustained classroom innovation (Scardamalia and Bereiter
2002008). Scardamalia (2002) has developed a set of principles pivotal for examining and
201designing knowledge-building inquiry and practices. Although the system of knowledge-
202building principles seems complex for teachers, there is evidence that teachers holding
203principle-based understanding are more likely to adopt innovative practices (Chan and Song
2042010; Schwarz 2009). For example, in a study that investigated teachers’ belief changes in
205knowledge-building pedagogical practices in a professional development program premised
206on twelve knowledge-building principles ( Q3Scardamalia and Bereiter 2002), the findings
207show that teachers who already understood knowledge-building principles had their
208students experiencing more productive collaborative inquiry (Chan and Song 2010). Even
209though this study addressed the change in teacher beliefs about principle-based
210understanding contributing to changes in general teacher practices, what is not well studied
211is the question of how the change contributes to specific aspects of teacher practices and
212student learning in classroom innovations.

213Methods

214Despite a number of studies that have shown that teacher beliefs influence teacher practices,
215and teacher practices influence student learning, rarely explored are studies on linking
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216teacher beliefs to teacher practices and student learning in a fine-grained detail (e.g.,
217Desimone 2009; van Driel et al. 2007) in a CSCL environment. The research questions are:

218(1) Did the teacher beliefs influence the teacher practices in a CSCL environment? If yes,
219how did the teacher beliefs influence the teacher practices?
220(2) Did the teacher beliefs and practices influence student inquiry learning in a CSCL
221environment? If yes, what particular evidence of student learning shows the influence
222of the teaching beliefs and practices?

223This paper uses a comparative study (Merriam 1998) to answer these questions. Using
224case studies of two teachers enacting the same lesson plans in a CSCL environment, data
225were analyzed for insights both within each case and across cases.

226Instructional context

227Inquiry learning in primary science has been advocated in Primary Science Syllabus by
228MOE (Ministry of Education) (2008) in Singapore (http://www.moe.gov.sg/education/
229syllabuses/sciences/files/science-primary-2008.pdf). Although some schools have attempted
230to adopt the pedagogy, it is reported that schools are far from attaining the goals stated in
231the syllabus. For example, a study investigated the impact of teacher beliefs about the
232nature of knowledge and learning on teacher practices in Singapore schools (Jacobson et al.
2332010). The findings show that some Singaporean teachers considered teacher-directed
234didactic teaching approaches as being more effective for low-achievers in examinations.
235The authors call for further investigations into different ways in which teacher beliefs about
236knowledge and learning influence pedagogical decision-making and practices in Singapore
237classrooms.
238 Q4MOE (2008) proposes that teachers be encouraged to employ varied approaches to facilitate
239the inquiry process. Although student-directed inquiry will provide the optimal opportunities
240for cognitive development and scientific reasoning, teacher-guided inquiry may provide the
241optimal opportunities for students to focus learning on the development of particular science
242concepts. To balance the inquiry approaches, illuminated by Hakkarainen’s (2003) pedagogical
243approach of “progressive inquiry”, we developed our pedagogical approach to inquiry
244learning in a progressive and cyclic process consisting of six interacting elements, namely, (a)
245creating a collaborative inquiry culture; (b) setting up problems; (c) constructing working
246concepts collaboratively; (d) peer evaluation; (e) developing deepened knowledge; and (f)
247developing new working concepts. The process is not linear, and may not involve all the
248components in each learning cycle.
249This study is situated in an ongoing 3-year inquiry learning project that integrates
250teacher beliefs, practices and student learning at a primary level supported by Group-
251Scribbles (GS)—a collaborative technology (Looi et al. 2011). Five principles as
252instructional principles were designed, aiming at elucidating the processes and dynamics
253of collaborative knowledge improvement using the inquiry pedagogical approach. These
254five principles are adapted from a set of principles for Rapid Collaborative Knowledge
255Improvement (RCKI) (Looi et al. 2010) and other related research (Scardamalia 2002; van
256Aalst and Chan 2007). The five principles are listed in Table 1.

257Collaborative technology—Group Scribbles

258A typical GS classroom is equipped with an Interactive Whiteboard (IWB), and each
259student in the classroom has a Tablet PC with the GS client software installed. GS is a
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260platform that can be used to create flexible and shared representations that highlight an
261important new capacity for interactive engagement. GS allows students to create, publish
262and edit lightweight multimodal expressions for collaborative and group activities without
263the need for additional programming. The GS user interface presents each student with a
264two-paned window (Fig. 1). The lower pane is an individual work area, or a private board,
265with a virtual pad of fresh scribble sheets of different sizes. The upper pane is a group work
266area, or a Group Board. The student can draw or type on the scribble and can drag and drop
267it into different screen arrangements on the Group Board in the upper pane. Other
268participants’ screens are updated to reflect changes on the Group Board. Group members
269may interact with group scribbles in a variety of ways, such as browsing their content,
270repositioning them, or moving one scribble from the public board into the private board.
271New public boards can be created to support multiple activities or spaces for small groups
272to work. The tools shown at the bottom on the right hand side of the private board allow
273students to choose different styles such as typing and drawing.
274GS technology offers unique affordances as following shown in Table 2.

 Group Scribbles interface

Public board

Scribble sheets

Private board
Tools

Fig. 1Q10 Group Scribbles interface

t1.1 Table 1 Inquiry learning instructional principles

t1.2 Principles Characteristics

t1.3 Working on authentic problems This principle proposes to set up real life problems rather
than abstract concepts.

t1.4 Encouraging diverse ideas This principle focuses on encouraging students to express
their ideas voluntarily. There are no right or wrong
answers. Every idea is valued and unique.

t1.5 Making progressive inquiry This principle relates to whether collaborative learning
proceeds progressively, in line with the pedagogical
approach.

t1.6 Providing collaborative opportunities This principle emphasizes the importance of collective
effort and responsibility in the learning process.

t1.7 Doing embedded assessment This principle concerns whether peer assessment and
teacher feedback is provided concurrently in the
collaborative process.
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275Two cases

276Using a cross-case comparison design (Merriam 1998), two teacher cases are analyzed in
277depth to illustrate the role that the beliefs of the two teachers play in shaping their teacher
278practices and the relationship between the teacher beliefs, practices and student learning in
279fine-grain detail. In this section, we describe the methods used to obtain and analyze data
280on the teacher’s beliefs, practices, student learning, and connections among specific
281constructs. The mathematics lessons in two Primary five classes were conducted at the
282beginning of the second year of the project. Both classes had 42 students. A female teacher
283(hereafter Ping) with 35 years of teaching experience conducted a lesson in one classroom.
284This teacher joined the 3 year GS project on a voluntary basis although she used technology
285for emailing and word processing purposes. A young female teacher (hereafter Yao) with
2865 years of teaching experience conducted the other lesson. Compared to Ping, Yao was
287savvier with technology use. To carry out detailed analyses and make a distinctive
288comparison between the two teachers, we chose to examine one parallel lesson on “division
289and fractions” using the same lesson plan.

290The lesson plan

291The two teachers co-designed the lesson plan on division and fractions together with the
292researchers for Primary five students guided by the instructional principles and the
293pedagogical approach to inquiry learning. The lesson plan is shown in Appendix I. The
294teachers used the same teaching plan, but they could make flexible changes during their
295plan implementation.

296Professional development model

297As reviewed in the previous section, although there have been a number of studies on
298different approaches to professional development (e.g., Glazer and Hannafin 2006; Tillema

t2.1 Table 2 Affordances of GroupScribbles

t2.2 Affordances Characteristics

t2.3 Multimodal representations Allow multimodal representations: GS can capture
diagrams and drawings as well as text.

t2.4 Lightweightness The scribble sheets are for expressing concise ideas
instead of lengthy explanations.

t2.5 Persistence All ideas generated in GS can be recorded in the
shared space as a group working memory.

t2.6 Re-configurableness The scribble sheets can be positioned and
repositioned to convey meaning.

t2.7 Physical proximity GS supports improvable ideas as Scribble Sheets
are designed to be overlaid with new sheets or
annotated with labels, all the while preserving
the integrity of the original idea.

t2.8 Public space and private space Private space allows individual reflection, and
public space offers a shared space for collaborative
interaction and knowledge construction.

(Adapted from Chen et al. 2009)
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299and Orland-Barak 2006), few have focused on changing teachers’ beliefs to influence teacher
300practices and student learning. A growing concern about changing teacher beliefs in science
301education is through cultivating teacher instructional principle-based understanding (e.g., Chan
302and Song 2010; Schwarz 2009). We follow this trend to develop a professional model termed
303APPRE (Enculturation-Principles-Planning & Practices-Reflection & Evaluation):

304(a) Enculturation introduces teachers to the inquiry pedagogy in a GS-supported
305collaborative learning environment,
306(b) Principles enable teachers to understand the inquiry instructional principles to enact
307innovative practices in the spirit of those principles,
308(c) Planning and Practices create the curriculum plan premised on the instructional
309principles and the pedagogical approach for classroom enactment, and
310(d) Reflection and Evaluation enables iterating and improving of innovative practices.

311Each cycle took about 10 training hours in five training lessons in one semester. Because
312professional development is beyond the scope of this paper, we are not going to elaborate it
313in detail. Up to the time of the present study, both of the teachers had participated in two
314cycles of teacher professional development on how to design and enact the inquiry learning
315practice with GS. Both teachers had used GS and IWB to support collaborative inquiry
316learning in their science and mathematics classes for more than two semesters. The teachers
317used the technologies for 10 lessons over 10 weeks in the first two semesters. In the third
318semester, another five GS lessons were offered to the Primary five students. We chose the
319same mathematics lesson offered by the two teachers from the beginning of the third
320semester for the analysis because we assumed that at this stage, there should be some
321change in teacher beliefs, practices, and student collaborative inquiry learning after more
322than one-year’s implementation of the innovative practices.

323Data collection

324To generate results that are closely tied to practices and that can enrich the research
325community’s understanding of how the two teachers’ (Ping and Yao) beliefs, practices, and
326student learning are different, we adopted the following methods to collect data:

327(a) Data in relation to teacher beliefs includes recorded videos of the professional training
328programs, observations and field notes, and interviews about their beliefs, including
329their attitudes,
330(b) Data regarding teacher practices includes captured classroom videos, the teaching
331plan, observations and field notes, and
332(c) Data in terms of student learning includes artifacts created in GS during the group and
333class interactions, class observations and field notes.

334
335Data analysis

336Data analysis was conducted in an iterative and cyclic manner using coding and
337“conceptually clustered matrix” strategies (Miles and Huberman 1994, p. 128). Coding
338was to “fracture” (Strauss 1987, p. 29) the data and classify it into broader themes or
339categories (Merriam 1998). Teacher beliefs, teacher practices and student learning were
340coded using existing coding schemes or doing open coding when existing coding schemes
341did not apply to develop categories. The conceptually clustered matrix was used to generate
342cross-case comparison for the two cases. Specifically, building on the results of coding or
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343open coding, it was developed to display key categories to represent teacher beliefs, teacher
344practice and student learning. Constant comparative analysis (Miles and Huberman 1994)
345across the two cases (Ping and Yao) could help to understand how different teacher beliefs
346impacted teacher practices, and in turn, on student learning. Whenever necessary, field
347notes were used in all the three streams of the data analysis process for the purposes of
348clarification and confirmation. The data sources for the data analysis are ( Q5Table 3):

349Analyzing teacher beliefs

350To code teacher beliefs, we used the coding scheme of (a) beliefs about how learning
351happens, and (b) beliefs about evidence of student understanding.

352Analyzing teacher practices

353Capturing teachers’ moment-to-moment instructional practices and classroom interactions
354is central to the study. The data analysis consisted of two steps. First, the transcribed video
355data about teacher practices was coded based on the themes of discourse, which will be
356elaborated in the next paragraph. Second, data about the teacher practices was coded again
357on Studio Code—a kind of video data analysis software, to contextualize the teacher
358practices and to provide visual representations of the patterns of the teacher practices.
359The captured video analysis enabled teacher practices and interactions with students to be
360represented in a very fine-grained detail through transcript records of classroom discourse using
361a theme of the discourse as the unit of analysis. Each categorized theme was considered one
362instance of the teacher practice. We first coded the transcriptions of teacher practices based on
363the themes of five instructional principles as criteria: working on authentic problems,
364encouraging diverse ideas, making progressive inquiry, providing collaborative opportunities,
365and doing embedded assessment. This enables the examination of how each teacher attempted
366to create a collaborative culture, raise questions, construct working concepts, carry out
367evaluation, improve knowledge, and develop new working concepts. For example, when the
368teacher Ping said, “I would like you to explain what you mean by fractions”, we consider that
369she was encouraging diverse ideas from students, and this was put into the category of
370“encouraging diverse ideas”. However, when analyzing the data, it was found that some data
371were beyond these categories. Thus we coded and obtained another five more categories
372grounded from the data. They are: working on abstract concepts, seeking correct answers,
373providing information to students, shifting focus of problem inquiry, andmaking a judgment by
374the teacher. For details, please refer to Appendix II. In addition, the teaching plan and
375observation field notes were also used for data triangulation.

t3.1 Table 3 Data sources for data analysis

t3.2 Data Teacher beliefs Teacher practices Student learning

t3.3 Semi-structured teacher interviews x

t3.4 Professional development videos x

t3.5 Videos and transcripts of classroom videos x x

t3.6 Teaching plan x

t3.7 Field notes x x

t3.8 Student group work (Artifacts) x
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376Analyzing student learning

377To capture student moment-to-moment learning in the classroom practices, we also
378conducted the analysis in two steps. First, we analyzed student group work as
379artifacts created on GS group board in four dimensions, focusing on student learning
380outcomes. The first three dimensions of collaborative inquiry learning are categorized
381based on Harasim’s (2002) coding schemes. They are: (a) idea generating and (b) idea
382linking that showed the process of student learning; and (c) intellectual convergence.
383In addition, data in terms of students’ expression of emotions (e.g., praising other’s
384work) is considered more relevant to affective aspects of social support or social
385presence (So 2009). Hence, social support is included as the fourth dimension in
386analyzing student learning. Second, we used Studio Code software to code a student
387group video data along the four dimensions to contextualize student learning process
388and outcomes.
389The inter-coder reliability regarding teacher beliefs, teacher practices, and student
390learning were assessed by two independent researchers. The Pearson correlation between
391the number of collection of teacher beliefs by the two coders was 90.6, the number of
392categories of teacher practices was 91.7, and the number of categories of student learning
393was 93.5 (student generated artifacts on GS).

394Results: Ping and Yao’s beliefs, practices and student learning

395The results show that Ping and Yao held different beliefs about how learning happens and
396about evidence of student understanding (Refer to Appendix III); their enactment of
397principle-based instructional design in classroom practices and practice patterns were
398contrasting; and student learning processes and outcomes also varied.

399Ping’s beliefs

400Ping’s beliefs about how learning happens were that students learned best from progressive
401inquiry learning, which helped students to develop analytical skills and higher order
402thinking. Ping, quoting a researcher (Mr Lee—pseudonym)’s remark in the professional
403development program, said, “You want inquiry based, you want pupils to develop what Mr.
404Lee told us ‘higher order thinking’”. She continued,

405406Inquiry-based, you know, is like: they have to read, gather all the information, then
407analyze together. Then they have to synthesize you know, put them together and see
408whether it [the concept or theory] works or not. So the process helps develop the
409children’s thinking, you know.
410

411She tended to ask students open-ended questions with no absolute right or wrong
412answers. Ping considered that GS provided the opportunities for students to read and
413comment on other’s work and to learn from each other. Ping showed great empathy to
414students, especially those with low self-efficacy in learning mathematics. Her
415philosophy of teaching was “patience” because “Patience makes a child learn”. Ping
416mentioned that every child had his/her own strong points, so she tended to encourage
417each of them to contribute ideas.
418Regarding her beliefs about evidence of student understanding, Ping mentioned
419whenever students worked out an answer to a question or problem, she would ask the
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420students to support their answers with evidence. If the student did not understand a concept,
421s/he should make every effort to figure it out. It was crucial for students to develop an
422inquiry mind. Although asking students to explain the reasons for the answers was
423important for her to understand whether students truly comprehended an idea or not, Ping
424reckoned that it was even more important for her to provide opportunities for students to
425consolidate the ideas by applying them into practice. In many cases, students thought they
426understood the concept or the idea by referring to other’s ideas. However, in practice, they
427might not understand it. Ping added,

428429Only when they are able to apply [the idea/concept], then they can comprehend it.
430After that, they can really know whether they know it or not.
431

432Ping, in the course of attending two cycles of the professional development program,
433shared that the five instructional principles were very useful for guiding her pedagogical
434approach. In her classroom practices, Ping mentioned that by bearing in mind all the
435principles, she intended to apply them in her teaching. Ping did her reflections after she
436completed her lesson. She would also ask the researcher who attended her class to comment
437on whether she had covered all the principles, and what improvement she might need to
438make. Ping considered that GS was very useful for students to do collaborative learning. By
439learning from each other within a group and between groups, students experienced more
440varied classroom activity patterns.

441Yao’s beliefs

442One of Yao’s beliefs about how learning happens was that as students did not have good
443prior knowledge about new mathematics concepts, they were unable to work out rules
444related to the concepts. It was important for her to use content-based instruction. To her,
445when introducing a new concept to students, she would teach the content knowledge or
446rules first. Otherwise, students might not be able to comprehend the concept or rules. She
447explained,

448449When I ask students, ‘based on what you’ve learned, tell me why this algorithm is
450correct, and that is wrong’. They have no idea. I really can’t expect them to give me
451an answer. So I have to tell them how the algorithm is manipulated by certain rules
452before they can tell the reasons by themselves.
453

454Yao conceived that students were unable to work out problems without her guidance,
455and what was even worse was that if students were allowed to work on their own without
456her guidance, they would formulate misconceptions. It seems that Yao was aware of her
457teacher-centred approach but she had a “good reason” for her approach,

458459I remembered Mr. Tang [a researcher’s pseudonym] once mentioned to me that my
460lessons are very teacher-centred. So I’m learning how to set up questions for students
461rather than telling them the answers. But you know that there are so many
462misconceptions out there (on the GS board). I have to explain and clarify.
463

464Regarding Yao’s beliefs about evidence of student understanding, Yao tended to ask
465students “right” or “wrong” questions to check whether students understood a concept or
466not. To Yao, if the students could work out correct answers on GS, meaning that they had
467learned the concept. She considered that much of her efforts should be placed on
468identifying and then addressing students’ mistakes or misconceptions because she
469conceived that students would be misled and confused by these.
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470Ping and Yao’s practices on division and fractions

471Chronological representation of Ping and Yao’s practices

472To understand how the two teachers facilitated classroom interactions leading to the
473progressive inquiry process holding different beliefs, we used a chronological representa-
474tion of the classroom discourse in teacher practices supported by the Studio Code software
475to make collaborative learning visible (Stahl 2002). Figure 2(a and b) describes Ping (a) and
476Yao (b)’s practices based on classroom discourse and coded in 10 categories, illuminating how
477they developed over time, starting from creating a collaborative culture, setting up a problem,
478constructing working concepts, carrying out evaluation and improving knowledge, to
479developing new working concepts. Each line in the figures depicts a single category described
480on the left side of the figure, with the instances of teacher practices in that category represented
481along the horizontal line on the top of the figure. Each practice instance is represented using a
482bar code. The longer the bar code is, the longer the instance is.
483Table 4 shows the number of instances of Ping (a) and Yao (b)’s practices occurring in
484each category.
485From Fig. 2(a and b) and Q6Table 8, it is observed that Ping’s practices focused on
486“assessment (doing embedded assessment) (27.1%), ideas (encouraging diverse ideas)
487(25.7%), and problems (setting up problems) (12.9%)”. The least focused instances are
488“concepts (working on abstract concepts) (1.4%) and focus (shifting focus of problem
489inquiry) (1.4%)”. Although there were only seven instances (10%) for collaboration
490(providing collaborative opportunities), by examining Fig. 2a, it is noted that two of the
491instances have the longest duration among all other instances. We observe that Yao’s
492practices were focused on “answers (seeking correct answers) (26.6%), judgment (making
493judgment by the teacher) (34.2%), and information (providing information to students)
494(5.7%)”. The least focused instances were “inquiry (making progressive inquiry) (0%) and
495assessment (doing embedded assessment) 1.3%”.

A1----------------- A2 ------------------------------------------ A3 ----------------------------------------------------------- A4 A5

 Chronological representation of Ping’s practices

A1---- A2 ------------------------------------------- A3 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- A4

 Chronological representation of Yao’s practices

a

b

Fig. 2 a Chronological representation of Ping’s practices b Chronological representation of Yao’s practices
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496With the assistance of Studio Code software, we were also able to sequence the
497five activities in Ping and Yao’s lesson enactment (Appendix IV). Ping only used
4982 min to prepare the class regarding shifting students to the computer room, setting up
499the computers and making students ready for class; while Yao spent 12 min in doing
500such preparations. In addition, in the five activities designed in the teaching plan, Ping
501spent 9 min to create the collaborative inquiry culture by working on authentic
502problems, while Yao only spent 3 min to talk about the abstract concepts of division
503and fractions. In addition, Ping completed all the class activities, while Yao did not
504have time to do the last activity—setting up a new problem for students to reflect and
505inquiry after class.

506Ping and Yao’s practice patterns in the “division and fractions” lesson

507In Fig. 2(a and b), we identified different patterns of the two teachers orchestrating the
508activities of the lesson shown in Table 5. This is consistent with the results of the qualitative
509data analysis.
510In Ping’s practice, two inquiry principle-based patterns were identified in her
511practice: (a) The interplay between “problems (working on authentic problems)” and
512“ideas (encouraging diverse ideas)” in all of the activities except the last one; and (b)

t4.1 Table 4 Number (percentage) of instances of Ping and Yao’s practices

t4.2 Categories of practices No. (percentage)
of Ping’s instances

No. (percentage)
of Yao’s instances

t4.3 Problem (Working on authentic problems) 9 (12.9%) 3 (3.8%)

t4.4 Ideas (Encouraging diverse ideas) 18 (25.7%) 7 (8.9%)

t4.5 Collaboration (Providing collaborative opportunities) 7 (10%) 3 (3.8%)

t4.6 Inquiry (Making progressive inquiry) 3 (4.3%) 0 (0%)

t4.7 Assessment (Doing embedded assessment) 19 (27.1%) 1 (1.3%)

t4.8 Concepts (Working on abstract concepts) 1 (1.4%) 2 (2.5%)

t4.9 Answers (Seeking correct answers) 5 (7.1%) 21 (26.6%)

t4.10 Information (Providing information to students) 4 (5.7%) 10 (12.7%)

t4.11 Focus (Shifting focus of problem inquiry) 1 (1.4%) 5 (6.3%)

t4.12 Judgment (Making judgment by the teacher) 3 (4.3%) 27 (34.2%)

t5.1 Table 5 Q7Ping and Yao’s practice patterns

t5.2 Activity Ping’s practice pattern Yao’s practice pattern

t5.3 A1 Brainstorming concepts
of division and fractions

Problems
and ideas

Problems and ideas Problems, answers and information

t5.4 A2 First problem inquiry into
division and fractions

Collaboration, and
assessment

Answers and judgment Answers, information
and judgment

t5.5 A3&A4 Second problem inquiry into
division and fractions, and
developing deep knowledge
(no clear cut between A3
& A4)

Collaboration and
assessment
followed by ideas
and assessment

Answers and judgment

t5.6 A5 Posing a new problem
for inquiry

Setting up a new problem Skipped
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513the interplay between “collaboration (providing collaborative opportunities) and
514assessment (doing embedded assessment)” followed by “ideas (encouraging diverse
515ideas) and assessment (doing embedded assessment)” in A2, A3 and A4; and finally
516“setting up a new problem” in A5. However, in Yao’s practice, we could hardly find
517inquiry principle-based patterns as those of Ping. Instead, Yao’s practice pattern was
518dominated by the interplay between “problems, answers and information (providing
519information to students)” in A1, the interplay between “answers (seeking correct
520answers) and judgment (making judgment by the teacher)” in A2, A3 and A4. In Yao’s
521class, A5 was skipped due to time constraints.

522Ping’s inquiry principle-based practice patterns

523The interplay between problems and ideas in brainstorming and later activities: In analyzing
524the qualitative data, we found that in Ping’s class activities, the instructional principles of
525problems and ideas were intertwined. Ping guided the students from brainstorming
526questions to more complicated ones progressively as follows:

527A1 A number of questions related to the concept of division and fractions for
528brainstorming and drawing out students’ prior knowledge (e.g., Who can tell me
529“I would like you to explain what you mean by fractions”.).
530A2 Now please do a collaborative activity: To divide 2 pizzas among 3 children on
531your group board of GS.
532A3 & 4 Let’s do a more challenging activity: To divide different numbers of cakes for
533different numbers of children in different groups on your group board.
534A5 4÷2/3 = How to explain? What do we mean by this? How to draw and show
535me? … This is homework.

536537These questions started from general questions in brainstorming activity A1 to more focused
538problems searching in later activities with increasing complexity in the inquiring process
539supported by GS and IWB technologies. Meanwhile, in the course of inquiring the problems,
540Ping was open to diverse ideas from students and always provided positive feedback. This
541encouraged the students to generate more ideas, which helped the progressive inquiry.
542The interplay between collaboration and assessment followed by ideas and assessment:
543Following the brainstorming activity in Ping’s practice in A2, in addition to the interplay
544between problems and ideas, the results of data analysis of Ping’s practice indicate that the
545two categories of inquiry principle-based practice—collaboration and assessment were
546enacted interchangeably in student inquiry into the problem of dividing two pizzas among
547three children to construct the initial concepts of division and fractions. In the students’
548inquiry process, she provided the opportunities for the students to work collaboratively in
549groups on GS to generate their ideas. She monitored students’ collaborative work on GS,
550and scaffolded their inquiry when necessary. In the meantime, she encouraged the students
551to link, share, and comment on each other’s work. To Ping, assessing other’s work did not
552mean to simply give it a tick or a cross, but to comment and show how it should be done in
553order to know whether the students really understood the problem. The students in the class
554formulated a positive attitude towards evaluating their peers’ work towards collective idea
555improvement. For example, when a group of students working on the problem of dividing
556three cakes among five people, one group member drew the graphs (Refer Fig. 3a) to show
557the division process, and other group members commented on the graphs (Refer Fig. 3b).
558In order to make the students consolidate the working concept and develop deep
559knowledge about the concept of division and fractions, in the subsequent activity A3, Ping
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560posed a more complicated problem for the groups of students to solve: to divide different
561numbers of cakes among different numbers of children.
562However, it is noted that in activities A3 and A4, the classroom discourse patterns changed
563from the interplay between collaboration and assessment to ideas and assessment. Instead of
564doing inter-group and intra-group assessment on GS, the assessment was conducted at the class
565level by projecting each group’s work onto the IWB so that all the students could grasp the
566opportunity to comment on other group’s work. They learned how their peers evaluated the
567group work of their own, and how they could explain their ideas to their peers.

568Yao’s practice

569The interplay between problems, answers and information in brainstorming activity: To
570brainstorm the concept of division and fractions, Yao used an “authentic” example of
571dividing nine cupcakes among three children as a problem for students to understand these
572concepts. The following is an extract of the classroom discourse:

573574Q12 Teacher: This is an easy problem. Divide 9 cupcakes among 3 children. How many
575cupcakes does each child get?
576577Students: 3.
578579Teacher: How did you get it? Why didn’t you think “3 divided by 9”?
580581Student1: Small number cannot be divided by big number.
582583…
584585Teacher: Please think about it because just now some students told me that 3 cannot
586be divided by 9, small cannot be divided by big. When a small number is divided by
587a big number, you usually get something called a fraction, which can be expressed as
588part of a whole. Here 9 cupcakes are divided by 3. Do you know why?
589590Students: Because they want each child to have 3 cakes.
591592Teacher: When you are doing the dividing, what are you doing to the cupcakes? You
593are actually dividing the cakes into groups.

Fig. 3 a and b Dividing 3 cakes among 5 children and peers’ comments
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594595From this episode, we can see that Yao wanted to use the example of 9 cupcakes divided
596by 3 as an authentic example to make students understand the concept of division. Before
597presenting this concept to students, she focused on working at the abstract concept of
598division by reversing the order of the numerator and denominator, and asked the students
599why they did not think of using three to divide nine. One student said that a small number
600could not be divided by a big number, which was ignored by Yao. Instead, she provided the
601information about the concept of fraction by stating that when a small number was divided
602by a big number, a fraction would be obtained. This concept was problematic in that a
603fraction can also be obtained even if a big number is divided by a small number. The
604difference was that the former one was a proper fraction and the later one was an improper
605fraction. After this misinterpretation of the concept of fraction, she reversed the order of using
606nine cupcakes divided by three to provide the information about the concept of division that
607meant to divide things into groups. In the course of brainstorming, students’ prior knowledge
608and introducing the concepts, it was basically Yao who dominated the classroom discourse. She
609posed questions, answered the questions herself, or provided information to the students. The
610students did not quite follow what she wanted to teach and could not associate the concept of
611fraction with division because she introduced the two abstract concepts separately and
612inaccurately. The inquiry principles could hardly be identified in her practices.
613The interplay between answers and judgment in later activities: In Yao’s practice, the
614interplay between answers and judgment was found in all the activities except the
615brainstorming activity. In many cases, after Yao assigned the problems of dividing cakes or
616pizzas to students, she would say things like,

617618OK, Group 1 got a fraction as an answer, and cut the cakes into parts. But I want to
619see a number statement…
620621This group also cut the pizza properly (on GS)…There are two fractions. One is 2
622over 3. The other one is 3 over 2, or 1 and ½. Which one is your answer? …
623

624Providing the time for collaboration did not mean that students could automatically work
625together in their inquiry. From the beginning to the end of the student groupwork, it seemed that
626Yao focused on identifying what answers each group provided without facilitating the students
627to comment on inter- or intra-group member’s work. In the evaluation session, most often, it
628was Yao who had the final say. Diverse ideas were not encouraged. Occasionally, the students
629got the opportunity to talk but generally they could not receive Yao’s recognition or
630encouraging remarks. The following is one episode of her comment on one group member’s
631work on dividing four cakes among five children (refer to Fig. 4).

632633Teacher: This group cut the pizzas into five equal pieces. And this one even gave me
634the working. 20 divided by 5 equals 4. Now the answer 4 is very misleading. Why is
635it misleading?

Fig. 4 Group member’s work on dividing 4 cakes among 5 children
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636637Students: Not a fraction.
638639Teacher: Not a fraction. Why must the answer be a fraction?
640641Student5: If the answer is 20, each child gets 4 pieces.
642643Teacher: If the answer is 20, each child gets 4 cakes. If one gets 4 cakes, how much
644the rest get?
645

646In fact, referring to the group member’s work, it was obvious that the student
647understood the process of how to divide four cakes into 20 pieces. The statement
648“20÷5=4” indicated that each child could get four pieces from 20 pieces of four
649cakes divided by five children. The way that the students did the division might be
650influenced by Yao’s way of introducing the concept of division in the brainstorming
651stage, in which nine cupcakes were divided by three. Because Yao did not relate
652division to fractions in the brainstorming activity, the student did not understand how
653to work out the fraction. Now that each child could get four pieces in total from five
654cakes, then the number statement should be 4 (pieces) ÷ 5 (cakes)=4/5. The student’s
655misconception lay in using 20 pieces cakes rather than five cakes as the denominator.
656However, Yao made the judgment that “20÷5=4” meant that each child got 4 cakes.
657This judgment was even more misleading.

658Ping and Yao’s practices in terms of technology use for class orchestration

659In Ping and Yao’s practices, we found that they used the GS and IWB technologies to
660orchestrate class activities in different ways (see Table 6).

661Ping’s orchestration using GS and IWB technologies

662Ping made use of the GS and IWB technologies to orchestrate class activities. While the
663students were doing their collaborative work on GS, Ping made a gallery view of the group

t6.1 Table 6 Ping and Yao’s GS and IWB technology use for class orchestration

t6.2 Activity level Ping Yao

t6.3 Orchestration purposes Orchestration purposes

t6.4 Group level To orchestrate group participation
by getting a bird’s eye view of
group contribution on the group
board on GS

To monitor group work by counting
the number of postings and
checking correct answers from
group contributions on GS

t6.5 To orchestrate collaborative inquiry
by observing each group’s
multi-modal representations in GS

x

t6.6 To orchestrate intra- and inter- group
embedded assessment and social
interactions by observing intra- and
inter-group comments based on the
proximity of the postings on GS

x

t6.7 Whole class level To orchestrate whole class embedded
assessment and scaffold key
concepts in the inquiry by projecting
group work from the group board
on GS onto the IWB

To do teacher-centered judgment of
the group work by projecting the
group work from the group board
on GS onto the whiteboard
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664work on each of the group board to monitor group participation. When she found a blank
665group board, she prompted, “G2 has not done anything yet, please contribute”; when she
666noticed that representations of the group work were not multi-modal, she facilitated, “G2,
667can you show me the diagram about division and fractions?” “G4, can you give me the
668number statement?”; and when she observed that there were few postings that were in
669proximity on the group board, she prompted, “Please comment each other’s work”. These
670pedagogical orchestrations helped the students to be more sensitive to contributing to their
671group work using multi-modal representations and evaluating other’s work to co-construct
672knowledge in their collaborative inquiry.
673The representations in GS and IWB mediated group and whole class interactions for the
674inquiry practice. The students in different groups addressed the problem of dividing two
675pizzas among three children in different ways. For example, in the course of the inquiry,
676one group posted the fraction 2/6 obtained from the division on their group board (see
677Fig. 5a), which was challenged by a peer from another group (see Fig. 5b).
678Ping, recognizing that the group made the common mistake of adding both the
679numerators and denominators while doing the addition, projected the group work onto the
680whiteboard, and helped to scaffold the students to remove the misconceptions for the whole
681class. The following is the episode:

682683Teacher: How to divide the pizzas into 6 parts. One can get one piece on each pizza.
684How to improve it? Who can improve it?
685686Student4: Divide the pizza into 3 parts.
687688Teacher: 1 pizza is divided into 3 parts. How much does each child get?
689690Students: 2 over 6.
691692Teacher: 2 over 6? Let’s see. 2 pizzas for 3 children. 1 pizza for 3 parts, 2 pizzas for 3
693equal parts. Let’s draw the pizza on the whiteboard. How much can each child get?
694695Student5: Plus together, one can get 2/3.
696697Teacher: Yes. Clever…
698699Teacher: So how do you get the fraction from a number statement?
700701Students: 1/3+1/3=2/3
702703Teacher: What pattern do you get from the addition?
704705Students: Add the numerators only, and the denominator keeps the same.
706

707By drawing the pictures on the whiteboard, the students could visualize the process of
708dividing the pizzas, which helped them reflect and correct the mistake on the group board.
709In the process, it is noted that by raising questions, praising and encouraging ideas from the
710students, and providing opportunities for the students to work collaboratively on GS, the
711students were enabled to solve the problems they encountered in their inquiry on their own.

Fig. 5 a and b Group work of
the fraction 2/6 and comments
of a peer from another group
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712Yao’s orchestration using GS and IWB technologies

713It is noted that Yao mainly used GS as a means to monitor the group contribution by
714counting the number of postings from each group. When the students were working on GS,
715she counted,

716717G 3 has got 6 posts. Please go on. G 4 has one post. G 5 has one post. G 6, nobody
718posts. G 7…
719

720To Yao, it seemed that as long as the students posted, the students were doing
721collaborative learning despite the similarity of the postings (see Fig. 6).

722Ping’s and Yao’s student learning

723Overview of the results of student learning

724With the assistance of Studio Code software, the student group’s chronologically ordered
725actions of postings on the Group Board of GS in Ping and Yao’s classes respectively were
726depicted in Fig. 7(a and b). They describe Ping and Yao’s student group posting actions
727regarding idea generating, idea linking, intellectual convergence and social support, and how
728they changed over time. Each line of the figures depicts a single category described on the left
729side of the figure, with the actions of student postings in that category represented along the
730horizontal line on the top of the figure. Each action is represented using a bar code.
731Table 7 shows the number of actions of student postings in Ping (a) and Yao (b)’s class
732occurring in each category.
733From Fig. 7(a and b) and Table 7, we observed that in Ping’s student group, the student
734learning practice is characterized as the interplay between idea generating (30.8%), idea linking
735(53.8%) and social support (12.3%), which led to “idea convergence (3.1%) in the two
736collaborative activities of dividing two pizzas among three children, and dividing different
737number of cakes among different number of children. However, we observed that in Yao’s
738student group, members only generated a few ideas (92.9%) in the two collaborative activities,
739with only one idea linking (7.1%) and without any intellectual convergence and social support.
740The results are very useful for us to get an overview of the student collaborative inquiry process

Fig. 6 Student group postings in
Yao’s class
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741and outcomes. In the next section, we present how the group's ideas were developed by
742examining the evolvement of the group artifacts presented on GS.

743The interplay between idea generating, idea linking and social support: Ping’s student
744learning

745In Ping’s class, while working on the problems of dividing the pizzas and cakes, we
746observe that students actively participated in the problem solving: questioning, clarifying,
747commenting, elaborating and encouraging each other using multiple expressions—
748drawings, number statements and texts and co-constructed knowledge, making use of the
749affordances provided by GS. In the meantime, the students cared for each other’s feelings
750and appreciated their contributions. They tended to use encouraging words like nice, super,
751and extremely good to comment on other group members’ work in the first collaborative
752activity. Because Ping always kindly reminded students to provide reasons for their
753comments (e.g., why do you say it’s super?), so in the second collaborative inquiry (A3),
754students tended to have more idea linking by providing reasons or opinions on other’s work
755instead of simply posting encouraging words for emotional support. One example of Ping’s
756student learning featured by the interplay between idea generating, idea linking and social
757support leading to intellectual convergence was revealed in the group work on investigating
758into how to divide two cakes among five children shown in Fig. 8.
759In Fig. 8, Student 1 suggested combining the two cakes as a whole and dividing it by
760five children, so each child could get two equal pieces of the cakes. Student 2 appreciated
761this idea. However, Student 3 questioned that the description by Student 1 was not clear, he re-

 Chronological representation of Ping’s student group work 

 Chronological representation of Yao’s student group work 

a

b

Fig. 7 a Chronological representation of Ping’s student group work b Chronological representation of Yao’s
student group work

t7.1 Table 7 Number (percentage) of actions on GS in one group of Ping and Yao’s student learning

t7.2 Categories of student learning No. (percentage) of actions in one
group of student learning of Ping

No. (percentage) of actions in one
group of student learning of Yao

t7.3 Idea generating 20 (30.8%) 13 (92.9%)

t7.4 Idea Linking 35 (53.8%) 1 (7.1%)

t7.5 Intellectual convergence 2 (3.1%) 0

t7.6 Social support 8 (12.3%) 0
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762interpreted that 2 cakes × 5 pieces = 10 pieces; 10÷5 children = 2 pieces, which was the amount
763that each child got. Student 4 followed this interpretation and asked Student 3 to provide the
764fraction, which helped Student 3 to move a step forward to work out the fraction 2/5. The idea
765development did not halt here. Student 5, recognizing that there was no number statement in
766working out the fraction, provided the number statement for the fraction. Whereas, Student 1
767did not agree with the result, to elaborate the concept, Student 1 drew a picture of a combined
768cake and used colors to indicate that each child obtained one piece of the combined cake. This
769was challenged by Student 4 and Student 6 by asking Student 1 to provide the answer or the
770fraction. Thus, Student 1 wrote the number statement to indicate what he meant was that each
771child got 2/10 of the cakes, which was a misconception because of his wrong calculation (2/1÷
7725/1=2/10). Student 7 pointed out this mistake. Followed by Student 7’s comment, Student 5
773drew two divided cakes using colors to indicate how many pieces each child got, and provided
774the fraction for the division. In the collaborative investigation, starting from generating diverse
775ideas to linking different ideas up via comments, social support, questioning and elaborating,
776the group members worked out the concepts of division and fractions by themselves and
777accomplished the task of dividing two pizzas among five children.

778Idea generating—Yao’s student learning

779In Yao’s class, when the students were asked to work on the problems of dividing the pizzas and
780cakes on GS, we observed that they were quite at a loss as for how to solve the problems
781because they could not connect the concept of division with the concept of fractions. In
782addition, a collaborative inquiry culture was not established in the class. The students focused
783more on providing one or two answers on the group board for Yao to “judge”. Idea linking was
784rarely found in their group work and there was no social support from each other (Fig. 9).
785In Fig. 9a, the group members basically posted their own ideas without linking to other’s
786ideas. In addition, Student 1 and student 2 posted the same number statement about the
787result of the division. In Fig. 9b, the group members’ postings did not seem to relate to each

Note: S = Student

S1
S2

S7

S3

S4

S5

S6

Fig. 8 Q8Intellectual convergence in the group work on dividing 2 cakes among 5 children
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788other’s ideas. They used similar drawings, and none of them indicated how many pieces
789each child could get. Two members posted the number statements. One statement “2÷5=5/
7902” was incorrect and was identified by another group member, who crossed this statement
791without giving any reasons to back up the evaluation.

792Discussion: Comparison of beliefs, practices and student learning

793In this section, we compare the two teachers’ beliefs, practices and student learning by
794discussing the two research questions: (1) Did the teacher beliefs influence the teacher
795practices in CSCL environment? If yes, how did the teacher beliefs influence the teacher
796practices? and (2) Did the teacher beliefs and practices influence student inquiry learning in
797CSCL environment? If yes, what particular evidence of student learning shows the
798influence of the teaching beliefs and practices?

799Beliefs

800As the research findings illustrate, although, both Ping and Yao participated in two cycles of
801professional development on inquiry learning design and practice in GS-supported CSCL
802environment. Ping and Yao had very different beliefs about how learning happens and about
803evidence of student understanding in a CSCL environment. What seemed to be significantly
804different in their beliefs lay in two aspects. First, to Ping, students learned better in inquiry-
805based learning environment supported by collaborative technologies, while Yao believed that
806the students learned better using a content-based and teacher-centred approach. Second, Ping
807believed in students’ explanation-based understanding, while Yao believed in students’ being
808able to provide correct answers with technology support. We term Ping’s beliefs as innovation-
809oriented beliefs, and Yao’s beliefs as teacher-centred beliefs. Drawing on these different beliefs,
810Ping and Yao enacted the lesson with different practices.

811Linking teacher beliefs with teacher practices

812Inquiry principle-based practice patterns and integrated inquiry activities

813Because beliefs play a major role in teacher decision-making about planning and enactment
814of instructional activities (Crawford 2007), holding innovation-oriented beliefs, Ping’s
815practices were identified to be in line with inquiry principles and the lesson activities were

Note: S = Student

S1

S2

Fig. 9 a and b Student group work on dividing 3 cakes among 5 children and dividing 2 cakes among 5
children
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816integrated into a progressive inquiry unit using the progressive inquiry approach. This
817contributed to particular principle-based patterns of practices. The pattern of working on
818authentic problems and encouraging diverse ideas was recurrent throughout the inquiry
819activities. According to Hakkarainen (2003), an essential aspect of progressive inquiry is to
820set up problems that guide the inquiry process, and questions generated by the students’
821need to have a special value in their inquiry process. Although Ping guided the students to
822set up the big problems for the inquiry activities, what she valued most was to provide
823opportunities for the students to generate their own questions, explanations, hypotheses or
824conjectures for the phenomena being investigated, which is crucial for inquiry
825(Hakkarainen 2003; Hakkarainen et al. 2002; Krajcik and Blumenfeld 2006). This helped
826create a collaborative inquiry culture, activate the students’ prior knowledge in division and
827fractions, and facilitate student inquiry processes.
828Although the concept of division of fractions is often considered one of the least understood
829topic in elementary schools; and children are most likely to make mistakes and develop
830misconceptions in dividing fractions (Tirosh 2000), Ping carefully orchestrated the class
831activities progressively, guiding the students from developing initial understanding of the
832concepts of division and fractions, to developing deep understanding of more complicated
833concepts. This was achieved by the principle-based practice pattern of the interplay between
834providing collaborative opportunities and doing embedded assessment, followed by the
835interplay between encouraging diverse ideas and doing embedded assessment.
836While Yao attempted to enact her class based on the lesson plan, the enactment of the
837activities was rather disconnected and task-based. Her practice pattern at the brainstorming stage
838was characterized as work on authentic problems, seeking correct answers and providing
839information to the students. In her later activities, Yao focused more on seeking correct answers
840and making judgment of the students’work because she believed that the students learned if they
841were able to provide correct answers. The inquiry activities were enacted as procedures (Chan
8422011) that she followed to complete her lesson rather than as a progressive inquiry process.
843Working on these activities did not help students develop deep understanding of the concepts.
844Yao’s practice patterns are suggestive that she did not fully understand the inquiry instructional
845principles and the progressive inquiry approach, and thus led to a teacher-dominated pedagogy.
846The results of the teacher beliefs and practices indicate that only teachers who have a
847understanding of student inquiry-based learning and technology use tended to have better
848understandings of instructional principles and produce principled-based practice patterns.
849Research into knowledge building principle-based understanding has been rising (e.g.,
850Chan 2011; van Aalst and Chan 2007). Chan (2011) posits that these principles may make
851the complicated constructs more accessible to teachers for interpreting their practices. Our
852research goes a step further to use inquiry-principles to examine teacher practices and
853identify principle-based patterns that help orchestrate progressive activities into an
854integrated whole. These patterns may be applicable to other inquiry learning practices
855and guide teacher professional development.

856Inquiry principle-based technology-enhanced orchestration patterns

857According to Dillenbourg et al. (2011), orchestration refers to the real time management of
858multiple activities and multiple constraints, and orchestration can help expand instructional
859design. In the inquiry learning practice supported by GS and IWB technologies, the
860teachers may orchestrate in different ways based on their technological, pedagogical and
861content knowledge by different teachers with different beliefs. In our study, when Ping
862enacted the inquiry class, she made use of the affordances of GS and IWB technologies to
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863enhance her orchestrations of student progressive inquiry mainly at group and whole class
864levels to facilitate principle-based group participation, collaborative inquiry, and inter- and
865intra-group and whole class embedded assessment. Hence, the technologies enhanced
866Ping’s real time class management, and made her inquiry learning practice effective.
867In enacting the class by focusing on individual performance of the tasks, Yao was not able to
868make good use of the technologies to orchestrate the class activities cohesively although she was
869savvier in technology use than Ping. She mainly used the technologies for checking correct
870answers from different groups or providing information for the students on the technologies. This
871seems to be due to the fact that because Yao did not have an innovative mindset, and her practices
872were more liable to be teacher-directed so the technologies were used as a new means towards
873traditional ends (Salomon 1998). In Yao’s case, technology is only a tool that cannot
874automatically support learningwithout a mind for pedagogical innovations (Jacobson et al. 2010).
875The observations of the technology-enhanced orchestration by Ping and Yao suggest that
876teachers holding innovation-oriented beliefs were able to integrate collaborative technol-
877ogies into the unfolding of the principle-based practices. Ping developed principle-based
878technology orchestration patterns that sought to align curriculum, pedagogy and technology
879affordances (Dillenbourg et al. 2009). We believe that these patterns of technology-
880enhanced orchestration at different social levels may serve as professional development
881tools for helping teachers to enact lessons dynamically in the classroom.

882Linking teacher beliefs and teacher practices with the student inquiry learning

883Ping’s “innovation-oriented” beliefs, and inquiry principle-based patterns of practices in
884organizing progressive inquiry activities and in orchestrating the lesson unit seem to have
885exerted much impact on the student learning and the way the students used the technologies
886to support their inquiry process. The results of Ping’s student learning reveal the pattern of
887idea generating, idea linking and intellectual convergence. The students actively
888participated in collaborative investigation into the problems related to division and
889fractions, and engaged systematically in question and explanation oriented interactions
890that led to idea advancement by making use of multi-modal representations, and public
891spaces and physical proximity affordances of GS technology.
892It was noticeable that Yao’s students represented very “homogeneous practices”
893(Hakkarainen et al. 2002, p. 143) of individual idea generating using mono-modal
894representations on GS technology that was bound to surface-level solutions. Students’ own
895intuitive ideas or theories were not systematically facilitated (Hakkarainen et al. 2002).
896Regardless of whether the postings were good or not, students rarely questioned and
897commented on their work supported by the collaborative technology, and neither did they
898show any appreciation for other’s work as a social support. Yao did not hold reformed-
899based beliefs, resulting in her teacher-centred practice patterns that shaped student learning
900opportunities (e.g., Hmelo-Silver and Bromme 2007; Sandoval and Daniszewski 2004).
901The findings of the student inquiry learning are relevant to inquiry principle-based
902practices. This suggests that teachers, holding an innovative mindset and enacting principle-
903based practice, are likely to lead to effective principled-based student inquiry learning.

904Conclusions

905The fine-grained analysis of examining the relationships between teacher beliefs, teacher
906practices and student learning is an attempt to provide some specificity about the beliefs
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907that may be pivotal for teacher practices and student learning. First, it is noted in our study
908that the collections of teacher beliefs about how learning happens and evidence of student
909understanding appear to be crucial for shaping teacher practices which is in line with the
910findings in Speer’s research (2008). However, our research is unique in that we examined
911not only the link between collections of beliefs and teacher practices, but also the link
912between teacher beliefs and practices with student learning in a CSCL environment that has
913rarely been touched on in a fine grain detail in this field.
914Secondly, our study suggests that using inquiry instructional principles to examine the
915moment-to-moment teacher practices may be a viable approach to capturing specific
916elements and patterns in innovative practices linked to teacher beliefs and student learning
917in a CSCL environment.
918Thirdly, the research findings show that teachers, holding “innovation-oriented” beliefs
919about inquiry-based learning and about explanation-based evidence of student understand-
920ing in CSCL environment tend to enact the lesson in patterns of inquiry principle-based
921practices and technology-enhanced orchestration. These patterns interacted with each other
922to contribute to particular instances of student inquiry learning, and effective use of
923technology affordances. We reckon that understanding deeply the intertwined relationship
924between teacher beliefs, teacher practice and student learning requires the examination of a
925set of complex factors at multiple dimensions such as cultural beliefs, socio-techno-spatial
926relations, pedagogical practices and interaction with the “outside world” within multiple
927contexts. This is what we aim at achieving in our future research into the alignment of
928teacher beliefs, teacher practice and student learning in a CSCL environment.

929Acknowledgements This material is based on the work supported by the National Research Foundation
930(Singapore) under Grant NRF2007-IDM003-MOE-001. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or
931recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
932views of the National Research Foundation.

933 Q9Appendix I

934

t8.1 Table 8 Lesson plan on division and fractions

t8.2 No. Activity Means of
interaction

Teacher-directed moves Student-initiated moves

t8.3 A1 Create collaborative inquiry
culture: Brainstorming
concepts related to
division and fractions.

F-T-F +
Whiteboard

Encourage students to
think of concepts related
to division and fractions.

Express opinions about
what they know about
division and fractions.

t8.4 A2 First problem inquiry: “How
to divide 2 pizzas among 3
pupils?” to have students
working in groups to
construct the initial
concepts of division
and fractions and to do
peer evaluation.

GS + F-T-F Facilitate students to
perform the tasks and
ask students to explain
the results.

• Work out ways to divide
the pizzas on private
board and post on Group
Board;

t8.5• Explain the fractional
units orally by referring
to the presentation
created on GS;

t8.6• Do peer evaluation

t8.7 A3 Second problem inquiry:
“How to divide different

GS + F-T-F Facilitate the students to
perform the tasks and

• Work out ways to divide
the cakes on private
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935Appendix II

936

t8.8 Table 8 (continued)

No. Activity Means of
interaction

Teacher-directed moves Student-initiated moves

cakes among different
pupils?” to consolidate the
working concept and to do
peer evaluation.

ask them to explain the
results.

board and post them on
Group Board;

t8.8• Explain the fractional
units orally by referring
to the presentation
created on GS;

t8.9• Do peer evaluation

t8.10 A4 Develop deep knowledge by
understanding abstract
concept about division and
fractions.

F-T-F +
Whiteboard

Facilitate the students
to understand the
relationship between
division and fractions.

Do whole class discussion,
e.g.

t8.11• “2÷5” is the process of
division

t8.12• “2/5” is the fraction
derived from the process
of division

t8.13 A5 Posing a new problem for
developing a new working
concept about fraction by
division and sum up what
students have learned.

F-T-F +
Whiteboard

Facilitate the students to
know how to address
division as in an
improper fraction.

• Do homework. Draw and
explain

t8.14• Understand how to derive
a proper fraction from a
number statement

t8.15• Reflect on how to derive
a mixed number from an
improper fraction

t9.1 Table 9 Ping and Yao’s practices on the lesson division and fractions

t9.2 Name Ping (examples) Yao (examples)

t9.3 Criteria

t9.4 Working on authentic
problems

• Set up problems/questions familiar and
authentic to students with clear
instructions (e.g., I have 42 children. I
need to put equal number of children
into each group? So what I’m I doing?)

• Set up the problems of how to cut
pizzas and cakes into equal parts
without clear instructions (e.g., You
can see a picture of some pizzas. I
want you to divide. You are
supposed now to draw.)

t9.5 Encouraging diverse
ideas

• Value each student and group’s ideas
(e.g., Yes, very good. What else? Who
can add more?)

• Ask students to provide ideas (e.g.,
What’s the difference between 20/20
and 20/5?)

t9.6 • Accept student’s critiques (e.g.,
Student: The question is not very clear.
You have to divide them equally.
Teacher: What you said is right…)

t9.7 • Encourage different ways to divide
cakes/pizzas

t9.8 Providing collaborative
opportunities

• Ask students to work in groups on GS
(33 min in total): Cutting pizzas, and
cutting cakes

• Ask students to work in groups on
GS (19 min in total): Cutting pizzas,
and cutting cakes, but collaborative
work was not achievedt9.9 • Encourage groups to contribute their ideas
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t9.11 Table 9 (continued)

Name Ping (examples) Yao (examples)

t9.12 Criteria

t9.10 • Encourage different ways of working at
the problems

t9.11 Making progressive
inquiry

• Set up problems from low to high levels
(e.g., Now you knew how to divide 2
pizzas among 3 children. Let’s do a more
challenging activity: Different number of
cakes for different number of children for
groups to do.)

t9.12 • Facilitate students to make progressive
inquiries and improve their group work

t9.13 Doing embedded
assessment

• Encourage groups to comment on
other’s ideas (e.g., Why do you cut it
this way? Equal parts. Comment on it..)

• Ask students to judge other group’s
work in the whole class (e.g., How
about we look at the answers of 1A?)

t9.14 • Encourage groups to elaborate their
comments or improve their work (e.g.,
Go back to your Group Board and
improve your group work.)

t9.15 • Ask the students to judge other group’s
work in the whole class (e.g., [Pointing
to Group 5’s work], How to improve it.
Who can improve it?)

t9.16 Working on abstract
concepts

• Sum up patterns of divisions and
fractions and their relationships

• Introduce the concepts of fractions by
division using abstract numbers (e.g.,
9/3 or 3/9)

t9.17 Seeking correct answers • Ask students to tell correct answers after
the teacher’s facilitation (e.g., Can you
give me the fractions please?)

• Ask students to provide correct answers
(e.g., “There are two fractions. One is
2 over 3; the other one is 3 over 2, or 1
and ½. Which one is our answer?”)

t9.18 Providing information
to students

• Provide students information about equal
parts of a whole vs parts of a whole (e.g.,
I’m not just talking about fraction…For
example, I only have a piece of cake. This
is a fraction of a whole. Now we are
going to look at equal parts)

• Ask students to follow her instruction
to divide the pizza (e.g., cut on the
existing cakes directly)

t9.19 • When a small number divided by a big
number, you usually get something
called a fraction, which can be
expressed as part of a whole.”)

t9.20 Shifting focus of
problem inquiry

• Shift inquiry focus to addition of fractions
(e.g., it should be 1/3+1/3=2/3)

• Shift inquiry focus from division and
fraction to numerator and denominator
(e.g., I want to see which number is
the numerator and which number is the
denominator?)

t9.21 • Tend to work usually from a wrong
concept to teach a correct concept
(e.g., 2 divided by 3 is 3 over 2.)

t9.22 Making judgement by
teacher

• Tell whether the group work is correct or
not (e.g., Let’s go to Group3. It’s
extremely good. I’m very impressed.)

• Give comments on groups’ work by the
teacher in the whole class (e.g., There
is something wrong with the drawing
(because the parts of the pizza are in
different shapes))

t9.23 • Tell which group work was “right” or
“wrong” (e.g., Now the answer 4 is
very misleading.)
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939Appendix IV
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